How did it become an independent institute? The transplantation researcher E. Donnall Thomas joined the center to pursue his radical work on bone marrow transplantation. This, and funding arising from the federal 'war on cancer' in the early 1970s spurred Bill Hutchinson to construct the new center, which opened in 1975. Like its namesake, it rapidly became known simply as 'the Hutch'.
Is all the research there clinical? Work on bone marrow transplantation (for which Thomas was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1990) still forms the core of the clinical research division; the Hutch has the biggest marrow transplantation program in the world. There is a large public health division but the remit is also broad enough to include a basic science division, working on cell cycle regulation, cell differentiation and development. The molecular medicine division, formed five years ago, aims to become a major player in gene therapy.
How is it funded?
The Hutch has an annual budget of $182 million, of which $86 million is spent on research. The National Institutes of Health provides 88% of this.
What is it like to work there? Seattle is a famously liveable city, and you could be running a gel in the morning and climbing in the Cascade Range in the afternoon. The Hutch is in the process of bringing together all of its 2300 staff onto one campus, overlooking Lake Union in downtown Seattle. It has an enviable reputation for providing a stimulating, non-bureaucratic scientific environment, and for fostering good science rather than big egos. This could be due, in part, to the lack of mega-labs. Last year, Robert Day -the director of 16 years -was succeeded by cell cycle geneticist Lee Hartwell (see Curr Biol 1997, 7:R397).
Has Hartwell's tenure brought changes?
Hartwell's big idea is to foster an interdisciplinary approach to cancer research. The molecular medicine division, which fits this plan by bringing together molecular geneticists, clinicians and epidemiologists, is set to expand. Hartwell started the Interdivisional Research and Training Initiativeinvolving meetings and retreatstwo years ago, while on sabbatical at the Hutch from the University of Washington. It might sound like new-age psychobabble, but doubters who thought it would be impossible to break down the traditional barriers between clinical and basic research are being surprised by the enthusiastic cross-talk it's generated. If all this sounds too perfect, remember, Seattle sits in the volcanic shadow of Mount Rainier.
Introns Miroslav Holub 1923-98
The Czech immunologist, Miroslav Holub, who died on 14 July this year, had a second career as a poet. As an immunologist, his prodigious output emanated from a career that started at the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences -although for 18 years during the Communist regime he was sent to a less prestigious institute.
As a poet, his output was also considerable (by the 1980s, he was producing a book of poetry every year), and it brought him international fame. Despite this, it amused him to be introduced to poetry audiences as the author of Immunology of Nude Mice (1989) . His quirky, often surreal, sense of humour (he, reportedly, stopped smoking because he felt sorry for his own macrophages) lives on in his poetry. 
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